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What is sexual ethics? I’ve been asked to address the topic, but what is it? What is ethical sex? Are we talking 
morality? Are we discussing goodness? What is good sex?

Do we really want to know? The first time a guy tried to get me into the sack, I didn’t discuss essays on ethics.

But such conversations do seem necessary (if perhaps at a different time and place). Contrary to popular no-
tions that it’s nobody’s business, sex is a community affair. Sex affects other people. So even with regard to sex, 
we are accountable to each other. That makes sex a community affair that begs the question, “Which communi-
ty?” 

I belong to many. My first community consists of two—my lover and me. I am also one of a circle of friends. I 
identify with “the queer community.” I hold membership in a congregation. I am part of an extended family. 
With every action, the configuration of accountability and influence changes.

Most often, my primary accountability will be to my lover. He is most likely to be affected by what I do. 
Whether the queer community, my congregation, my circle of friends or my family comes next, depends on the 
situation. As a queer man, the queer community usually takes priority following my lover. My accountabil-
ity as a Christian also ranks high. As Christians, we are accountable to each other. As Christians, we are also 
accountable to our queer brothers and sisters for the evil done to queer people by Christendom throughout 
history.

This essay is one small contribution to those conversations. I do not speak for a community. But I contribute to 
the conversations in the communities I belong to. Here I contribute a few random ideas. Consider them. Cri-
tique them. Adopt them. Adapt them. Take them to the garbage dump. These ideas are my contribution to that 
murky mix that we inheritors of Anabaptism and Pietism label discernment.

Idea 1: Good sex is good sex.

Ethical sex is hot and fun. Physical pleasure makes God happy. Created in God’s image, we are sensual beings. 
God doesn’t care whether you have the stamina of Xena. God doesn’t measure your endowment against Jeff 
Stryker’s? God wants you to feel good. When we enjoy our bodies, we honor our Creator.

We should flaunt sex like The Song of Songs. There, in the Bible one lover disrobes and proclaims, “my beloved 
thrust his hand into the opening, and my inmost being yearned for him” (5:3-4). The book climaxes with the 
words, “love is as strong as death, passion fierce as the grave” (8:6). The old Rabbinic and Christian interpreta-
tions of the Song of Songs as an allegory of mystical union with God have wisdom. The passion and the ecsta-
sy are the same for a reason: sex and spirit, body and soul, are one.

Does not even celibacy celebrate sexuality by focusing every passion and nerve toward the transcendent plea-
sure of mystical union or of dedicated service? Isn’t masturbation a fulfillment of God’s stimulating design 
for our flesh? Don’t we tell each other of God with every caress and stroke of passion? Good sex embraces the 
unity of body and soul.

Idea 2: Good sex is just sex.

That is just as in justice. Sex involves relationships of power. Power relationships involve justice. Justice, as the 



Bible understands it, creates or restores wholeness in people and societies. Good sex balances power and stim-
ulates ever-growing wholeness. Unlike Western thought that reduces sex to moral categories, the Bible treats 
sex as a matter of justice.

The story of Judah and Tamar would scandalize the modern church (Gen. 38). Casual sex beside the road 
seems bad enough. We would denounce sex between a father-in-law and his widowed daughter-in-law as 
scandalous. Even the commandment, on which Tamar bases her actions, seems bizarre: a man must have sex 
with his dead brother’s sonless widow. The act, however, would secure the lineage and property rights of the 
dead man and his family (Deuteronomy 25:5-10). So, instead of denouncing Tamar, the Bible celebrates her 
triumph of justice.

Our culture assumes that the Sodomite’s intent to rape Lot’s visitors is motivated by sexual desire (Gen. 19:4-
5). We assume it’s all about sex. But Lot’s misogynist culture would have seen it as an attempt to “reduce” a 
man to the status of woman—an act of humiliation. Does Leviticus condemn runaway lust between men (Lev. 
18:22; 20:13)? Or do these “abomination” chapters address “humiliating” violations of male roles in that an-
cient culture—roles that no longer apply in ours? Do they not speak of justice?

When some men brought before him a woman caught in adultery, Jesus chose not to measure her against a 
moral ruler (John 8:2-11). Instead, he asked her accusers to measure themselves against their victim. He equal-
ized social power between them—appealing to justice.

Good sex builds just relationships. Good sex cares about balancing power. Good sex builds everyone up, put-
ting us all on the same level.

Marriage, monogamy, abstinence, open relationships, and such issues are primarily justice issues. Does the an-
ticipated sex build everyone up? Does it balance power and open up new possibilities for all concerned? Does 
it restore or promote wholeness?

Just sex can become enormously complicated. Many marriages fail to live up the ideals suggested in the previ-
ous paragraph’s questions. Neither does single abstinence always promote wholeness. Will the new, nontradi-
tional models we seek as queer people live up to them? We know that we are as subject as any straight person 
to self-justification, rationalization, and selfish misuse of sex.

Making sex power-balanced and making it promote wholeness could become overwhelming. If good sex is just 
sex, could it be too much work to be worth it? Perhaps we need a third idea.

Idea 3: Good sex is casual sex.

We need to be much more casual about sex. Our society tends to judge people by the sex they have. The domi-
nant society judges whether the sex is bound up in “respectable” or “moral” pigeonholes. Secular society judg-
es people by their sexual attractiveness or the quantity of sex they have. Our culture—particularly gay-male 
culture—tends to focus on youth, good looks, and sexual attractiveness. Do we need to engage in overwhelm-
ing analysis of every anticipated action? No.

Let sex be sex—not the sum total of our being. Important as pleasurable sex and just sex are, we need to keep 
sex in its proper perspective. Sex is just one arena in which we work out our salvation with fear and trembling. 
The key is remembering that sex—like salvation—is fundamentally a gift of grace.

Accept the gift and use it. Enjoy it. Explore it. Thank God for it. Take a risk with it now and then. God will not 
love us the less if we stumble in our enthusiastic journey to explore sex. God will be happy we took the chance.

No doubt, much more should be said. I’ve probably said enough to prompt denunciations and too little to pro-
vide explanations. But this is just part of the conversation. Now it’s your turn. After all, it’s only sex. 


